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Upcoming Topics
Text: The Silent Channel for Intelligent Assistance (Oct 2015) 
Every company’s omnichannel strategy must embrace text-based communications ranging from outbound alerts and reminders 
to interactive communications through Webchat, social networks and “interactive text response. 

Survey Results: Leveraging Insights from Speech Analytics (Nov 2015) 
Spoken conversations among customers, contact center agents and intelligent are a major source of information that can 
govern product development, marketing plans, sales strategies and customer retention. Opus Research surveys hundreds of 
business executives around the world to learn how and how extensively insights from speech analytics are put to user.

Intelligent Assistance: The Big Picture (Feb 2016) 
In this document Opus Research defines the maturity of the Intelligent Assistance Ecosystem in light of five core technologies: 
mobile avatars/persona, speech processing, semantic search, natural language processing, speech analytics and machine 
learning. We’ll catalog the firms giving shape to the market and showcases real-world use cases in digital commerce and 
specific vertical industries.

Intelligent Authentication: Strategies for Trusted Omnichannel Conversations (Apr 2016)
Voice Biometrics has been fused with other authentication and fraud detection mechanisms to support simple, secure 
interactions and transactions. In this document, Opus Research takes stock of state-of-the-art approaches to multi-factor 
authentication that leverages existing customer experience infrastructure.

• Decision-Makers’ Guide to Enterprise Intelligent Assistants
• The Security Officer’s Guide to Voice Biometrics
• Sequencing the Omnichannel Customer Conversation
• Voice Biometrics Census: Global Tally of Voice Security and Authentication Implementations
• Survey Results: Factors that Influence Enterprise Customer Experience Initiatives
• Predictive Analytics: Using Big Data to Improve Multichannel Customer Care

Intelligent Assistants Conference (New York, October 13-14, 2015)
The leading venue where executives responsible for improving customer experience and self-

service efficiency meet innovators and solution providers in natural language processing, 

machine learning, artificial intelligence and advanced analytics. www.iaconference.net

• Enterprise Intelligent Assistants are Everywhere
• ING Netherlands Launches Mobile Banking App with Voice Authentication
• Cortana Analytics: Microsoft’s Push Into Enterprise Intelligent Assistance
• SpeechPro and Penrad to Bring Voice Biometrics to Healthcare
• Google and Facebook Pursue Different Flavors of Intelligent Assistance




